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BOOK SELLING THRIVES ON
AFRICA’S STREETS
Lawrence Darmani, of Step Publishers in Accra, Ghana, describes the strategies that freelance booksellers are
employing to sell books in Africa.

S

ome people term it
“aggressive marketing.”
Others call it “assertive
selling.” Whatever the terminology, the meaning is the
same: determined freelance
booksellers are taking books
off the traditional book
shelves (where most of them
gather dust) and are pushing
them along busy streets of
African cities like other general goods.
“Why not?” asks Kwame
Bonsu, an active street bookseller in Accra, Ghana’s capital. “Footballs, sports shoes,
dog-chains, clothes, even
furniture is sold on the
street. Why not books?”

Location is everything
“If you want to do good
business, you must choose
your spot carefully,” says
Bonsu. Booksellers on
Africa’s streets choose their
places of business strategically. Bonsu’s is adjacent to a
Barclays Bank at the city
center. He hardly lacks customers. Bonsu confirms that
he does a good business
every day, but refrains from
quoting his daily sales. “At
least I get my daily bread,” is
all he says.
In Uganda’s capital, Kampala, one “aggressive” street
seller positioned his table
near a major book shop to
grab spill-over shoppers from
the book shop.
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In Zimbabwe’s second
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largest city, Bulawayo, street
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carry books. Shoppers who
of a variety of books. “That
Used books
are also fans of books stop
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people’s needs,” he says. His
when you find them,” said a
the door. These booksellers
best-selling titles are those
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ate student whose search for
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For many of these street
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of God.
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